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Assembly:
Tools required for assembly:
• No. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 Allen keys
• Phillips screwdriver
• Plastic mallet
• Measuring tape
• No. 17 spanner (two units)

Factory assembly
Assembly at the place of installation

Note: For type 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 configurations, profiles are cut as indicated in Table L.

Assembly / One Module:
Paso 1. (Type 1 and 2)
• Motor
Assemble the components on the tube where the canvas is rolled,
Ø78 or Ø85 axis, cut as per Table L. Place the canvas at the indicated
distance, using the round cap as a reference. The plastic bearing is
code 40060879.
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•

Gear
In the case of installation with gear, GEL 1:11 120 eye (Code 80010348).
Place the canvas at the indicated distance, using the round cap as a
reference for Ø78 and Ø85 axis.

Example of an installation with motor on the right

All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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Step 2. (Type 1 and 2)
Mount the canvas tube assembled in the prior step inside the box profile, which
was cut following Table L.

Step 4. (Common)
Mount the two side supports and the motor/point mounts, one on the right and
one on the left, with two DIN912 M8x16 screws and two DIN127 M8 washers in
each support, using a no. 6 Allen key.

Step 3. (Common)
Introduce the fixing connectors of the arm supports in the indicated profile
groove. For Type 1, two units; for Type 2, three units.

Groove where connectors
are introduced
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All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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Step 5. (Common)
• Motor
First fix the motor support to the motor header with two DIN7991 M6x25
screws, using a no. 4 Allen key.

Salida del cable de
iluminación para brazos
Concept con iluminación

Step 7. (Common)
Fix the side supports to the box profile (point side and motor/gear) with three
DIN7981 4.2x25 self-drilling screws and a Phillips screwdriver.

Salida para el cable
del motor y cable de la
iluminación

Step 6. (Type 1 and 2)
• Gear
Fix the gear in a single position with two DIN7991 M6x45 screws, two DIN985
M6 nuts and a no. 4 Allen key. ONLY FOR TWO ARMS MAX. PROJECTION 3.50m
- GEL 1:11 120 eye (Code 80010348).

Step 8. (Common)
• Motor
Thread the motor cable through the hole indicated in Step 5.

Light cable outlet
for Concept arms with
illumination

All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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Step 9. (Common)
Mount the frontal profile which were cut following Table L:
Clip the PVC profile to the aluminium profile, as indicated in the image.
Do not assemble for PVC fabrics.

Step 10. (Type 1 and 2)
Do not assemble for PVC fabrics.
a. Introduce the frontal profile set in the box profile.
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b. Align the frontal profile set correctly
with the holes of the side supports
as shown in the image.

c. Fix the frontal profile set to the box
sides with two DIN7981 4.2x25 screws
per side with a Phillips screwdriver.

Step 11. (Common)
Place the connectors introduced in Step 3 at the same distance as the
wall supports. This was previously calculated on Table M. For Type 1, two
connectors; for Type 2, three. Mount the arm supports and join them to
the connectors with two DIN7991 M8x16 screws in each support, with a
no. 5 Allen key.

All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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Step 12. (Common)
a. Assemble the connectors in the front terminals of the arms. In case of a
Type 2 configuration, with two DIN912 M8x50 screws, DIN917 M8 nuts and a
no. 6 Allen key. Once tight, place the screw cap.

Step 14. (Common)
a. Regulation of the elbow height on the arms. Close the arms with your hand
as much as necessary to access the screw in the front part of the arm
support. Use your hand and a no. 4 Allen key. This step will be carried out in
each one of the arms in the configuration.

b. Correct assembly of the connectors to the arms (upper view)
If the Concept arms are being assembled
with light, the cable will thread through
the side of the box through this space.

Left arm + Left connector

Right arm + Right connector

b. By tightening the screw, the elbow goes up. By untightening the screw, it
comes down.

Step 13. (Common)
Mount the arms on the arm supports already assembled, respecting the
support bracket and the arm bracket. If this is a Type 2 configuration, do the
same in the middle support and the third arm, respecting the support bracket
and the arm bracket. Attach with the fixation axis and DIN914 M8x12 screw,
one in each support with a no. 4 Allen key.

Step 15. (Common)
Assemble the mat in the box’s upper profile.

Assemble the mat in the indicated groove.

All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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Step 16. (Common)
Assemble the upper profile in the box profile, cut following Table L, with two
DIN7981 4.2x25 screws, one per side, and a Phillips screwdriver.

Step 18. (Type 1)
Assembly of the components attached to the charge profile. Introduce the
components seen in the image in the indicated order.

Detail of the upper profile assembly

RIGHT

LEFT

Step 17. (Common)
Join the charge profile, cut following Table L, to the canvas. Introduce the
canvas on the profile groove and place the S7 dowel in each side.

Step 19. (Type 2)
In a three-arm configuration: Assemble the components for the third arm to
the charge profile considering if it is a right or a left arm.

Example of a Type 2 configuration with two left arms and one right

FOR TWO LEFT ARMS
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FOR ONE RIGHT ARM

All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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Step 20. (Common)
Assemble and attach the supports of the charge profile covers and canvas,
with three DIN7981 4.2x25 screws on each side and a Phillips screwdriver.
COVER FIXATION

CANVAS FIXATION

Step 21. (Common)
Assemble and fix the covers to the charge profile with a DIN7982 2.9x9.5 screw
on each one, right and left, with a Phillips screwdriver.

All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.

Step 22. (Common)
Move the arm safety band towards the elbow, to have enough space to fix the
arms to the charge profile. This step will be carried out in each one of the arms
in the configuration.
The arms have a heavy spring. Be careful during this step.

Step 23. (Common)
Screw the connector to the flange with two DIN7991 M6x20 screws. The flange
was put in place in Step 18, 19 (Type 1 and 2). Use a no. 4 Allen key. This step
will be carried out in each one of the arms in the configuration.
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Step 24. (Common)
Place the frontal profiles, introduced in Step 18, 19 (Type 1 and 2), in the correct
position and attach with a no. 3 Allen key. Repeat in all the arms assembled in
the system.

INSTALLATION OF THE CLIENT’S HOME SYSTEM:
Step 26. (Common)
• Ceiling support assembly
Assemble as many box supports to the ceiling supports as arms are in the
installation. Attach them with four DIN933 or DIN931 M10x40 screws, eight
DIN125 M10 washers and four DIN985 M10 nuts with two no. 17 spanners.

Holes where the
support is mounted

Align the support frontal profile of the charge
profile with the arm support frontal profile

Align the elbow frontal profile of the
charge profile with the arm elbow

Step 25. (Common)
Once all the frontal profiles are regulated, take off the arm safety bands
and close the box. The wall/ceiling supports must now be installed at the
client’s home. The arms have a heavy spring. Be careful during this step.
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All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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Step 27. (Common)
a. Before installing the supports, for the wall or the ceiling, make sure the
contact surface has no irregular areas.

CEILING

b. Any unevenness must be fixed, making sure the supports and the surface
are level.
c. Align the supports and install.

ALIGNMENT

VERTICAL

Front assembly

VERTICAL

•

Step 28. (Common)
Take off the clamp of all supports with a no. 5 Allen key.

FRONT VIEW

Regulation screw
TAKE OFF

All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.

IMPORTANT:
Regulate all supports to the maximum
horizontal position with a no. 17 spanner.
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FOR TYPE 3, 4, 5 AND 6 CONFIGURATIONS, GO TO STEP 33
Step 29. (Type 1 and 2)
Mount the box that was previously set-up in the workshop to the wall support.

Step 31. (Type 1 and 2)
Align the box supports to the wall, with the arm supports placed in their correct
location in Step 11. Once correctly aligned, attach by tightening the clamps
from Step 30, with a no. 5 Allen key.

+- 5
TIGHTEN

+- 5
TIGHTEN

Step 32. (Common)
Place the clamp screw caps.

Step 30. (Common)
To secure the box, assemble the clamps, taken off in Step 28, with two
DIN912 M6x25 screws and two DIN 125 M6 washers with a no. 5 Allen key.
Do not tighten.

DO NOT TIGHTEN
THE CLAMP
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All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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FOR TYPE 1 AND 2 CONFIGURATIONS, GO TO STEP 64

Assembly / Two Modules:
(All the example assembly images are a Type 4 configuration with motor to the right).

Step 36. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Introduce the fixing connectors of the arm supports in the box profile groove.
Insert as many units as arms are in the configuration (for a Type 4, two units;
Type 5, depending on where the odd arm is placed, two or three units; Type 6,
three units).

Step 33. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Assemble the wall supports, placing them as calculated in Table M.

Groove where connectors
are introduced

Step 34. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Mount the side support to the sides of one of the box profiles (in this example,
the left one). In a motor configuration, install the point side. (If it is a Type 5 or 6
configuration with two motors, it does not matter on which side to start.) Attach
with three DIN7981 4.2x25 self-drilling screws and a Phillips screwdriver.

TIGHTEN THE
SCREWS

Step 35. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Mount the joining connector of
the box profile. Insert half-way
in the box profile assembled on
the side support. Tighten the
three DIN913 M6x10 studs with
DO NOT TIGHTEN
a no. 3 Allen key
THE SCREWS

Step 37. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Assemble the box joint support on one side of the box profile. Introduce the
support connector through the box profile groove on which the connectors
were thread on the prior step. Go to the middle of this support. Tighten
the DIN7991 M8x16 in the groove and leave the other one loose, using a
no. 5 Allen key.

TIGHTEN THE
SCREW

DO NOT TIGHTEN
THE SCREW

NOTE: We will not use the plastic support in
the case of PVC fabric assembly.
All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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(All the example assembly images are a Type 4 configuration with motor to the right).
Step 38. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Mount this first box profile to the wall support; in this case, to the two left-most
supports already on the wall. Attach the support clamps, without tightening,
with two DIN912 M6x25 screws and two DIN125 M6 washers, using a no. 5
Allen key.

Step 39. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Assemble the second box profile on the two free supports on the right side
following the steps before, and place the clamps on the supports without
tightening.
Tighten the rest of the connector screws inserted in Steps 36 and 37 with two
no. 3 and 5 Allen keys once the connectors have been placed on the box profile.

DO NOT TIGHTEN
THE CLAMP

DO NOT TIGHTEN THE CLAMP
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All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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(All the example assembly images are a Type 4 configuration with motor to the right).
Step 40. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Introduce the fixing connectors of the arm supports in the box profile groove
just assembled through the only side that is open. Use as many units as arms
are in the configuration (for a Type 4, two units; Type 5,
depending on where the odd arm is placed, two or three
units; Type 6, three units.) as shown in Step 36.

c. Fix the joint of the Ø85 axis with twelve DIN 7504-N 3.5x9.5 self-drilling screws
placed in the grooves so that the heads stick out as less as possible from the
exterior of the tube.

d. Attach the joint to the second Ø85 axis.

Step 41. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Connect and assemble the Ø85 axis for one or two motors.
a. Ø85 axis connection.

b. Introduce half of the joint in one of the Ø85 axis.

All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.

e. Fix the joint to the second Ø85 axis with twelve
DIN 7504-N 3.5x9.5 self-drilling screws placed in
the grooves so that the heads stick out as less as
possible from the exterior of the tube.
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(All the example assembly images are a Type 4 configuration with motor to the right).
f. In Type 3, 4 and 5 configurations with a 40 motor,
mount the canvas, the round cap to the Ø85 joined
axis. The plastic bearing is code 40060879.

40

g. In Type 5 and 6 configurations with two motors, mount the canvas to the
Ø85 axis and the motor of the side on which the side support has already
been installed in Step 34. (In this example, the left one.)

=

Step 43. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Mount the assembled set in Step 41 to the Ø85 axis.

Step 44. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Mount the box to the Ø85 axis set assembled in Step 43. After attaching the
left side of the axis (as per this example), screw in the right-side support to
the box profile with three DIN7981 4.2x25 self-drilling screws with a Phillips
screwdriver.

=

h. The position of the canvas on the Ø85
axis for Type 5 and 6 configurations
with two motors is equidistant to
both sides.
Step 42. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Mount the motor on the side supports that is not attached to the box profile
(in this example, the right one) with two DIN7991 M6x25 screws using a no. 4
Allen key.
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•

In Type 3, 4 and 5 configurations
with one motor, this step’s
assembly is done.

•

In Type 5 and 6 configurations with two motors, the motor from the other
side must be attached (in this example, the one on the left) with two
DIN7991 M6x25 screws using a no. 4 Allen key, as in Step 42.

All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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(All the example assembly images are a Type 4 configuration with motor to the right).
Step 45. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Thread the motor’s cable through the hole indicated in Step 5. In Type 5 and
6 configurations with two motors, this step will also be carried out on the
left-side motor.

Step 47. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Mount the arm supports, respecting the support bracket and the arm bracket,
which supports the box profiles. Attach the arm supports to the connectors
mounted on the box profiles in Steps 36 and 40 with two DIN7991 M8x16
screws in each support, with a no. 5 Allen key.

+- 5

+- 5

+- 5

+- 5

Motor cable and illumination
cable outlet

Step 46. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Centre and attach the box set on the wall supports. Tighten the support clamps
once the box set is centred with two DIN912 M6x25 screws and two DIN125 M6
washers per support with a no. 5 Allen key.

Step 48. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Mount the frontal profiles which were cut following Table L. Clip the PVC profile
to the aluminium profile, as indicated in the image.
Do not assemble for PVC fabrics.
Do not match the joint of the aluminum profiles with the PVC lyre profiles.

All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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(All the example assembly images are a Type 4 configuration with motor to the right).
Step 49. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Do not assemble for PVC fabrics.
a. Introduce the frontal profile sets to the box profile.

b. Assembly steps of the frontal profile
set.

Step 50. (Common)
a. Assemble the connectors in the front terminals of the arms, respecting the
arm bracket and the connector bracket, with two DIN912 M8x50 screws and
DIN917 M8 nuts, with the no. 6 Allen key. Once tight, place the screw cap.

c. Align the frontal profile set
correctly with the holes of the
side supports as shown in the
image.
b. Correct assembly of the connectors to the arms (upper view)

Left arm + Left connector

Right arm + Right connector

d. Place the joint piece lira screwing it to the joint support of box profile lira.
Step 51. (Common)
Mount the arms on the arm supports already assembled, respecting the
support bracket and the arm bracket, respecting the support bracket and the
arm bracket. Attach with the fixation axis and DIN914 M8x12 screw, one in
each support with a no. 4 Allen key.

e. Fix the frontal profile set to the
box sides with two DIN7981
4.2x25 screws per side with a
Phillips screwdriver.
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All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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(All the example assembly images are a Type 4 configuration with motor to the right).
Step 52. (Common)
a. Regulation of the elbow height on the arms. Close the arms with your hand
as much as necessary to access the screw in the front part of the arm
support. Use your hand and a no. 4 Allen key. This step will be carried out in
each one of the arms in the configuration.

Paso 54. (Common)
Assemble the mat in the box’s upper profile.

Assemble the mat in the indicated groove.

Step 55. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
a. Mount the box’s upper profile joining flange on one of the front profiles.

Assemble the flange in
the indicated groove
If the Concept arms are being assembled
with light, the cable will thread through the
side of the box through this space.

b. Introduce the flange completely in one of the profiles (the left one, in
this case)

b. By tightening the screw, the elbow goes up. By untightening the screw, it
comes down.

Paso 53. (Common)
Assemble the joint piece upper profile introducing it over the fabric and
clipping it to the bottom box profile.

Step 56. (Type 3, 4, 5 and 6)
a. Mount the box’s upper
profile to the box.

Detail of the upper profile assembly

All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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(All the example assembly images are a Type 4 configuration with motor to the right).

Step 57. (Common)
Attach the box’s upper profiles with two
DIN7981 4.2x25 self-drilling screws, one
on each side, with a Phillips screwdriver.

b. Mount the second box upper profile to the box. Move the mounted flange
from the first upper profile and place it equidistant between both profiles.

Step 58.
a. Assemble the charge profile. Mount all the components required on the
charge profile — closure frontal profiles, arm connector flanges and charge
profile connection flanges — in both profiles.

c. Once the flange is in the correct position, tighten the six DIN7380 M6x8
screws with the no. 4 Allen key.

b. Introduce the first profile in the canvas and place it in position.
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All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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(All the example assembly images are a Type 4 configuration with motor to the right).
c. Mount the connection flanges to this charge profile. Introduce them half their
length and tighten the three DIN7380 M6x8 screws on each one of them
(which are inside the profile guides) with a no. 4 Allen key.

d. Then, introduce the piece that covers the connection flange of the
two profiles.

e. Introduce the second profile in the canvas and place it in position. Match up
the connection flanges and the piece that covers the profile flange, and
tighten the six DIN7380 M6x8 screws with a no. 4 Allen key.

Step 59. (Common)
Assemble the covers for the supports and fix
the canvas
a. Introduce the canvas on the profile groove
and place the S7 dowel in each side.

b. Assemble and attach the supports of the charge profile covers and canvas,
with three DIN7981 4.2x25 screws on each side and a Phillips screwdriver.
COVER FIXATION

All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.

CANVAS FIXATION
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(All the example assembly images are a Type 4 configuration with motor to the right).
Step 60. (Common)
Assemble and fix the covers to the charge profile with a DIN7982 2.9x9.5 screw
on each one, right and left, with a Phillips screwdriver.

Step 62. (Common)
Screw the connector to the flange with two DIN7991 M6x20 screws. The flange
was placed during Step 57. Use a no. 4 Allen key. This step will be carried out
in each one of the arms in the configuration.

Step 63. (Common)
Place the frontal profiles, introduced in Step 57, in the correct position and
attach with a no. 3 Allen key. Repeat in all the arms assembled in the system.

Step 61. (Common)
Move the arm safety band towards the elbow, to have enough space to fix the
arms to the charge profile. This step will be carried out in each one of the arms
in the configuration.
The arms have a heavy spring. Be careful during this step.

Align the support frontal profile of the charge
profile with the arm support frontal profile
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Align the elbow frontal profile of the
charge profile with the arm elbow

All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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(All the example assembly images are a Type 4 configuration with motor to the right).
Step 64. (Common)
Once all the frontal profiles are regulated, take off the arm safety bands
and close the box. The wall/ceiling supports must now be installed at the
client’s home. The arms have a heavy spring. Be careful during this step.

Finishing the Installation:
Step 1. (Common)
Tighten the screws to the supports once the desired inclination is set, with a
no. 8 Allen key and a no. 17 spanner.

Step 3. (Common)
Assemble and attach the box’s covers
with a DIN7982 2.9x9.5 screw and a
Phillips screwdriver.

Step 2. (Common)
Place the remaining covers on the wall supports. Clamp and studs. Adjust the
motor’s limit switches before placing the box’s covers.

All dimensions in mm, unless otherwise stated.
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